CASE STUDY
Background:

ORGANIZATION:
Donor Network of Arizona

INDUSTRY:
OPO, Tissue Recovery
Eye Bank

Donor Network of Arizona is the federally designated, not-for-profit, organ
procurement organization for the state of Arizona. DNA also recovers tissue and
operates an eye bank providing recovery, processing and distribution services. DNA
serves five organ transplant centers in Arizona with the combined capacity to perform
heart, lung, kidney, pancreas and liver transplants. DNA is regulated/accredited by
CMS, UNOS, AOPO, FDA, AATB, EBAA, ASHI, and licensed by the State of CA

The Challenge:

SOLUTION:

As with many organizations, DNA’s Quality Management System (QMS) was

Q-Pulse

based.

developed internally, a largely manual process, the majority of which was paper
“Multiple spreadsheets were utilized to handle many quality processes

individually, creating a disparate and cumbersome system to manage”, according to
Jacquelyn Warn, Director of Quality and Regulatory Affairs.
MS Access databases were developed in an effort to delegate quality management
and reporting to multiple users within the organization. However, this method
had many inherent limitations. “Significant quality department resources were
consistently required in order to develop, maintain and provide ongoing support for
the databases” Jackie continued. Additionally, the in-house solution limited data
input capability to one individual at a time, functionally ‘locking out’ other end users.

The Solution:

The ongoing
support provided
by ECL2, from
purchase, early
set up to
configuration,
system deployment
and continued
customer service is
outstanding!
Jackie Warn
Director of Quality and
Regulatory Affairs

www.ECL2.com
inquiries@ECL2.com
Phone: (469) 828-5006
Fax: (972) 355-0594

“Q-Pulse helped DNA overcome multiple obstacles” Jackie stated. Today, Q-Pulse
provides one powerful, centralized electronic system in which all reporting data is
compiled for the entire QMS. Additionally, multiple users can access a wide variety
of data, updating multiple records at the same time. Jackie added, “DNA can create
meaningful reports and dig as deep down into an issue as needed. Once each
module was deployed, quality department personnel and resource time allocation
were significantly reduced. Managing QMS processes (such as nonconformance
initiation, corrective action development, implementation and incident closure,
document control, etc.) became automated and efficient.”
Q-Pulse also incorporates multiple messages and reminders, keeping key personnel
informed and preventing important quality improvements from falling through the
cracks. “My staff can now focus on other critical quality issues. Multi-tasking
has truly taken on new meaning for our quality department.” Jackie commented
that DNA has realized a significant reduction in time needed to complete quality
requirements, virtually eliminating overdue reporting, all a direct result of their
Q-Pulse implementation.
In the document control arena, SOPs can be reviewed and approved within DNA’s 14
day requirement, including offsite medical directors. The information is automatically
distributed to responsible personnel, with automatic reminders if needed, to complete
required actions in a much more timely manner.
“I am thrilled at the endless opportunities to dovetail quality needs into Q-Pulse.
Process implementations will include auditing, complaint handling, adverse reaction
reporting, and utilizing the incorporated web based functionality. Q-Pulse will also
track and manage organization wide training, supplier/vendor qualification tracking,
and more.”, Jackie commented.
“I have been an advocate for Q-Pulse AND ECL2 since purchase and implementation.
I am thrilled with the QMS efficiency Q-Pulse has provided. It is user friendly, simple
and intuitive to configure, and meets the organization’s needs. We have leveraged
ECL2’s knowledge in adopting the industry vetted workflows they have developed for
Q-Pulse to enhance our existing systems. It is a cost effective and efficient way of
managing an organization’s Quality Management System.”
Jackie concluded, “The ongoing support provided by ECL2, from purchase, early
set up to configuration, system deployment and continued customer service is
outstanding! ECL2 is quick to respond to our needs and will seek out solutions by any
means required to ensure obstacles we encounter are resolved. This is an ongoing
professional relationship, one that doesn’t end at the purchase of the program!”

For more information on Q-Pulse please visit our website at
www.ECL2.com or contact us directly at 469.828.5006
or by email at inquiries@ECL2.com.

